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ABSTRACT
Ray tracing is one technique that has been used to
synthesize realistic images with a computer.
Unfortunately, this technqiue, when implemented in
software, is slow and expensive. The? trend in
computer-
graphics has been toward the use of special purpose
hardware, to speed up the calculations, and, hence, the
generation of the synthesized image. This paper describes
the design and the operation of a systolic based
architecture, tailored to speed up the intersection
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that arB reflected, absorbed, and/or
(Side View)
Rl - does not intersect any object in the scene;
corresponding pi* el is intensified to the
background color.
R2 -- intersects the back and front planes of block
El; the closest plane is visible and its color
is used to intensify the corrsponding plane.
R3 - intersects blocks El and B2; since B2 is closer
to the viewer, the color of its front plane is
used to intensify the corrsponding pixel.
FIGURE 1: RAY TRACING USED TO IMPLEMENT HIDDEN
SURFACE REMOVAL
refracted b/ the object. The path of each of the spawned
ra.yz:- is calculated and followed by the ray tracing
algorithm, to determine whethei these rays also intersect
a. surface. Ray tracing may be further augmented by the
inclusion of other visual features such as shadows,
texture and transparency CR0GE85]. In addition,
ray-
tracing may be used in c on j un c t i on w i t hi st r uc t ura 1
analysis packages as a part of a CAD/CAM system in
order-
to determine the physical properties of a discrete part,
such as
,
weight and center of gravity L'PLUNSS, WYVILS6,
R0TH82].
The problem with ray tracing is that it is
computationally intensive. Traditional ray tracing is a
brute force technique that must calculate the
intersection of each ray, starting from the eye of the
viewer through each pixel involved with image synthesis
with surface of each object ERQGES5 3. Up to 957. or more
of the time of the algorithm may be spent calculating the
intersections CWHIT803. With the addition of a global
illumination model and any other visual features, not
only the computational time but also the computat i onal
complexity increases. Different techniques in terms of
hardware and software have be?en devised to reduce the
c omp ut at i on a 1 t i me an d cost, of t h e a 1 g
ar i t h rr, : boun d i n g
boxes and spheres, extended to hierar chially related
groups of objects in a scene CWHITBO, WEBHB4 3 ; efficient
me a. n s of det er m i n i n g t hi e p o i n t a f intersection with
specific types of surfaces CSEDE84 3; use of VLSI special
p ur p ose chups to c a. 1 c u 1 at e t hie p o i n t s of intersec t i on
CR0GE853;; vector and parallel computer architectures
CPLUNB53;; extending the ra>.y to a beam swept over
po 1 yg on a 1 s la
<- f ac es C HECK84 .] ; ex p an d i n g t h c ray to a cone
over an area of spatial coherence CAMAN843; implementing
ray tracing in microcode CH00K843; using a three
dimensional digital differential analyzer CFUJIS6J.
The large number of pixels used and the independence?
of each pixel intensity calculation, makes ray tracing
amenable to the expertise and techniques used in image
processing in order to reduce the computational time and
cost .
Image processing is concerned with the manipulation
and extraction of information from existing pictorial
data LPAVI823. Ray tracing, on the other hand, i s an
example of image synthesis or picture generation under
computer control. Although the two areas may appear
"opposite"
each other,
these- two areas have much) in
common. Both have the problem of representing the picture
i n t er n a I 1 y , an d s t. or i n g an d r et
r i ev i r i g t hi ase
representations. If raster devices 3.rs used, then both
image processing (IP) and
computer graphics (CG) view the
scene as a two dimensional array at pixel intensities,
and both would benefit from efficient manipulation of
those values to generate/extract useful information. One
of the hardware architectures that image processing has
adopted and used successfully sa-b systolic srt&yz,.
Systolic arrays are an efficient means for performing
repeated pixel calculations of an image. This same
architecture can be incorporated in the implementation of
traditional ray tracing, to perform the repeated
calculations for certain representations of the scene.
1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The technique of ray tracing was first su.gguested by
Appel CAPPE683 and successfully implemented in MAGI, a
solid modeler EG0LD71J. Ray tracing with a global
illumination model was first implemented by Whitted
CWHIT803 and Kay CKAY793. A ray of light reaching the eye
of the observer, arid the continuation of the ray, is;
followed in revet se direction to determine which objects
the ray intersects. If the ray inter-sects the objects, at
more than one surface point or intersects more than one
object, the intersection points art: sorted by their
distance from the viewer, in order to find the object
that is closest to the viewer,, The closest intersection
p o i n t :i.
v.- t hi a t p ortion of t hi e v i s i b I e sur f ace t hat is
closest to the viewer. The properties of the closest
surface are used to intensify the corresponding pixel. If
a global illumination model is incorporated, the
corresponding pixel is intensified by the amount of
reflected light reaching the user from the intersection
p o i n t Thi e i n ten si i t y of t h e p i x e 1 i s; dep en d en t on t he
illumination model, the position of the viewer, the
surface orientation and what, other paramemters the model
simulates. When a global illumination model is
implemented with a ray tracing algorithm, the surface and
material properties of the intersected surface are taken
into consideration. For example, transparent and
translucent surfaces refract the light rays and allow
varying degrees, of visibility of any posterior objects. A
solid opaque object with a matt surface is a perfect
diffuser, reflecting the same amount of light in all
directions. A smooth metallic surface reflects light
differently in each direction and produces specular
highlights. Reflected and refracted rays spawned from the
i n t er sec t i on p o i n t ar e c a 1 cu 1 at ed and followe cl b y t hie r ay
tracing algorithm to determine which surfaces these rays
intersect and to determine their contribution towards the
intensit y of t hi e c or r esp on d i n g p i
xel. The se spawne d r a y, s ,
calculated and followed by the ray tracing algorithm,
continue until no more objects are intersected. The ravs
that reachi the observer and pass through a pixel of the
display are the rays initially followed. Traditional ray
tracing implemented the ray path and the spawned rays
with a tree structure IIWHIT80, KAY793. The tree is
traversed by the shader , implemented in software, to
determine the contribution of light at each intersection
point using the attributes of the surface as well as the
1 i ght i ng model
Ray tracing has generated some of the most realistic
synthesized images to date CPLUN853. The realism depends
on the sophi st i cat i on of the illumination model and on
the resulting spectral distribution of light spread o^er
the scene. Earlier implementations of ray tracing used
global illumination models based em extensions of the
Bui-tuong model for intensity calculations CEfUI75,
KAY79B3. Bui-tuong 's model simulated diffuse surfaces of
an ambient light source, a single light source located at
infinity, specular highlights and reflection. Extensions
to the global illumination model include simulating
t r a i "i s;p ar en t a. n d t r a.n s 1 uc en t
sur faces a.n cl light w i t h i n t hi o
scene CKAY79A, KAY79B3. Further improvements include




j. mproven ien t s wer e mad e t o d ep i c t spec u I ar highlights of
rough surfaces, model multiple light sources and
multi-colored light more accur atel y C WARN83 , T0RR67 ,
BLIN7SA, C00K82AJ. Other illumination models increased
realism by imitating a lens camera and scattered light
CC00K82A, P0TM82A, P0TM82B , HALL82A3. These illumination
models yielded different visual attributes such as
refraction and transparency CKAY79A, KAY79B , HALL833 ,
shadows CAPPE68, KAY79A, KAY79B, C00K82 , NEWE72 , MEYE75,
CR0W77, VERB84, B0UC70 , KELL70 , WILL78, ALBE78 3 and
specular highlights CATHE7SB, G0UR71 , BUI75, WARNB3 ,
T0RR67, BL.IN77, R0TH82 3.
Different surfaces and classes of objects have been
synthesized using ray tracing such as; planar polygonal
and analytical surfaces CG0LD71, APPE68, KAY79A , KAY79B,
WILL.7B, FUSS823; bi polynomial parametric surfaces
CWILLB3, CATM743; general algebraic surfaces CHANR83];
surfaces with superimposed density distributions
CBLINS23; fractal surfaces CKAYS3, F0UR80 , CARP7S3;
surfaces of simple swept objects [SEYBB33; swept spheres
CWIJK34B3; swept planar cubic spline^ CWIJK84B3; ft ee
form surfaces described as Steiner patches LSEDE843; free
form b-spline surfaces LSWE86J; biquadratic surfaces
CSTEI843; stochastic surfaces [FQURB2]? volume densities
C l<AJ 1 84 3 ; an d sup er q u ad r i c: su
r f ac es t EDWE82 3 ; generalized
cylinders EBRQN853. Other features or effects rendered
with ray tracing are terrain CCDQU84 3 , texture CWILLB3,
BLIM76, CARP783, and rough surfaces CDUFF79, BLIN783.
Since ray tracing is a point sampling technique, a
scene rendered using this technique is subject to
aliasing LWHIT803. The visual effects of aliasing are
jagged lines that are especially noticeable with diagonal
lines and with the boundaries between adjacent solid
areas of different colors. One method of alleviating this
problem is by recursively taking the average of four
neighboring pixels of closely valued intensities or by
subdividing until four such pixels are found or until the
resolution of the display has been reached CWHIT803.
Another approach is to put the entire picture through a
low-pas:>s
filter"
CWHIT803. Other solutions to the aliasing
problem include extending thie ray to a beam (BUNDLE OF
RAYS) intersecting polygonal surfaces by exploiting
spatial coherenu?, and extending the ray to a cone
CW1LL78, C00K833. Solving the aliasing problem has lead
t o t hi e i mp 1 e 1 1 1entat i on of b 1 ur r ed mot ion w 1 1 hi
r ays t r ac i n q
CCASA853. In addition, ray tracing has been used to
r en d er t er r a i n d ata , a n d hi as b een inc o
r p or at ed into so I i d
modeler s , esp ec i a 1 1 y f o r c on -^t r u
c t i ve so lid modeler s





WYVI863. As part of a. CAD system ray tracing in the solid
modeler is used to calculate the phyiscal properties of
objects, such as mass, volume and center of gravity in
order to facilitate finite element analysis.
/
Ray tracing itself, and especially with the
incorporation of shader s for realistc rendering, is
computationally intensive and expensive. The cost being
due to calculating the intersections between rays and
surfaces. Different solutions, in terms of software,
hardware and firmware have been devised to reduce the
computational cost of executing some form of the
ray-
tracing algorithm. Software solutions have looked for
ways of reducing the
number-
of intersection calculations.
One solution is to encompass the object by a bounding box
or sphere. If the ray does not intersect the bounding
volume then the object is ignored for this ray;
otherwise, the intersection calculation with bounding
volume is performed CWHIT803. This idea has been extended
to groups of objects and to hierarchies of bounding
volumes for an entire scene lRUIBO, WEGHS4 , GLAS84J.
Other techniques include subdividing the objects space as
a hierarchy of cubes or octants, called an octree?,
extending the ray to a beam, extending
the ray to a cone,
us i n g c e I 1 u 1 ar d e c omp os i t i o
n
,
us i n g an ad ap t i ve t r ee w i t hi
10
depth control EJ0NE71
, KAJI82, C00K33, HALLS3, ULLM533 ,
and using a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to represent the
solid CWYVI86J. A ray tracing system that uses a three
dimensional digital di f f erentai 1 analyzer (3DDDA) has
been implemented [FUJI 863. Hardware solutions that reduce
the computational time by increased processor power and
speed have been proposed and /or implemented. For example,
a multi-processor architecture that can be reconfigured
to handle subsets of the objects, or subsets of the rays,
has been sugguested EDIPP843. Another proposed solution
is to decompose the image into subregions that map onto a
three dimensional array of independent processors
CNISH833. Special purpose hardware for ray traced
animation has been implemented CCLEA833.
Other-
multiprocessor architectures have been proposed EWEIN81,
FUCH813. A number of VLSI based architectures have been
discussed in order to reduce computation time ER0GE35,
PLUN85, FUCHBiJ. The implementation of the ray tracing
algorithm on a parallel array architecture required a
reanaiysis of the algorithm EPLUN853.
1.3 RAY TRACING IMPLEMENATION TECHNIQUES
A more detailed description of tne basic ray tracing
a I g o r
-
:i. t h m i s g i ven i n d e t a i 1 l n t hi e
ina in bod y of t h i s
t ex t . Af t er t h a t , a hard war e i mpiem
e 1 1 1 a t ion tec hi niq ue
11
used by image processing (IP) to reduce computational
cost and time, is discussed. This technique comes from
VLSI technology, and is applied to the basic ray tracing
algorithm. An analysis to determine the effectiveness of
this technique is followed by a discussion describing the





IMPLEMENTING RAY TRACING WITH TECHNIQUES FROM
IMAGE PROCESSING
2.1 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION OF RAY
TRACING ALGORITHM
Ray tracing is the only hidden surface removal
algorithm that allows the use of a global illumination
model for realistic synthesis of images [WHIT80, ROGE353.
The appropriateness of ray tracing with the use of a
global illumination model can be demonstrated by an
example of a situation that can be encountered during
image synthesis. A scene includes a solid object that
partially obscures a metallic surface from the viewer. In
order for this scene to be rendered realistically, a
portion of the hidden surface of the siolid object must be
partially reflected on the metallic surface behind the
the solid object. Rays deflecting from the? hidden surface
of the solid must be followed to see where, and if, they





angle of inicidence is 90 degrees; if the
surface was metallic or shiny,
specular-
highlights could be modeled for the
correspnding pixel
-
a visible point on the front plane of block,
B2, is intersected by a R2;no other abject
produces a reflected component of light that
reaches the intersected visible point. The
reflection ray leaves the scene and need not.
be traced any further.
R3 this ray intersects the visible point on the
front plane of block, Bl. The single source of
light(S), contributes directly to the
intensity of the visible surface point.
R4 the intersected surface point receives
intensity contributions from a nonvisible
pi ame from block, B2. If the surface of the
sphere(SPl) is metallic and/or shiny, the
nonvisible surface of E<2 will be seen
reflected on a portion of the visible
surface of the sphere.
FIGURE 2: RAY TRACING WITH A GLOBAL
ILLUMINATION MODEL
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The global illumination model, using the
intersection information from the ray tracing algorithm,
determines the intensity of the corresponding pixels. Ray
tracing can support a variety of shading models and a
variety of geometrical descriptions of the? objects in the
scene.
In traditional ray tracing, for each ray reaching
the viewer and intersecting a pixel on the screen
(SCANNING LEFT TO RIGHT AND TOP TO BOTTOM), a tree is
built. The nodes of the tree represent the ray-surface
intersections
, and the branches represent any spawned,
reflected and /or refracted rays that might be modeled in
the shader. The intensity of a pixel is dependent on the
intensity of light transmitted from the corresponding
point on thie visible surface of an object to the viewer.
Among the contributing components that are modeled by the
illumination model, are the reflected and refracted light
i-
ays t hat r eac hi t h a t p o i n t . Con t r i b u t i on s of these 1 1 g h t
rays are based on the laws of optics [WHITSO, ROGE853.
The refraction and reflection rays are traced to their
r esp ec t j ve sources. These sources can be ot
her surfaces
,
or the light, source (S), and are assumed to be point
sources. If these -sources are other surfaces then the
contributions from other reflection and refraction rays,
to those point surfaces are also traced. This tracing of
the two light ray types continues until the light source
is reached, or until the rays follow paths out of the
scene. These rays are traced backwards to the light
source (S) from the viewer. The shader then traverses the
tree from the leaves to the root using the contributions
from the reflected and refracted surfaces, to determine?
the intensity of the pixel. The calculations performed,
and the information maintained in the data structures
depend on the illumination model being implemented.
Regardless of thie illumination model used, the ray
tracing algorithm must be able to extract the geometrical
information from the internal representation of the
objects, and determine the points, of intersection.
Different internal representations include approximation
by polygons. The polygon is represented by an implicit
form of a. planar equation. In many implementations, the
ray is represented as a
parametric equation. The two
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The values for t are non-negative. This anchors the
ray at the viewer. Values less than zero are behind the
viewer and indicate intersection with objects not in the
scene. The parametric equations for x,y,z (RX,RY,RZ) are
substituted into the implicit form of the
planar-
equation, and then solved for t. The value for t is
substituted into the parametric equations for RX,RY,RZ to
determine the actual intersection point. To make sure
that the intersection is within the bounded plane, a
bounds test is performed. This same technique can be
applied to surfaces defined by quadric equations. Here,
the quadratic formula is used to solve for t. A complex
root indicates no intersection. Reduction in time to do
intersection calculations with traditional ray tracing
may be achieved by:
1-
reducing the number of
intersection
calculations--
a software solution; or
2-
using spec i al -purpose hardware to shorten the time in
performing the intersection calculations EGLAS843.
2.2 I NTR0DUCT ION TO GYST0L I C ARRA YS
Ray tracing, like many image? processing operations
performed on pictures, is c omput a t i on a 1 J. y i n t en s i ve .
Calculations must be performed for each pixel. Special
p ur
-
p ose ar c hi i t ec t ures have be
e>n b u i 1 1 to ex p e d i te t hie I P
calculations, such as convolution, filtering, and image
enhancement techniques EFU 823. Some of these special
purpose architectures are described briefly here. The
CLIP4 is 96 x 96 array of parallel processors that
perform local neighborhood calculations, such as shrink
and expand. The processors can be reconfigured
by-
different types of neighbor connections (I.E. 6-CQNNECTED
OR 3-CONNECTED) . The mpp (MASSIVELY PARALLEL PROCESSOR),
built by Goodyear Aerospace Co. for NASA , consists of 256
processing elements, which may contain up to 32
processing units. The MPP was designed to perform IP
functions, such as feature extraction, pattern
recognition, and relaxation. The ILLIAC IV is a SIMD
architecture with one central control unit, and 64
processing units, and was designed to handle a range? of
problems. The
IF'
appl i cat i ons include clustering, pattern
classification arid texture analysis. Picap II is a MIMD
architecture that allows up to 64 x 64 neighborhoods in
performing pattern recognition calculations on multiple
images. Measurements are automatically performed on a
field of data that is 512 x 640 to reduce the input. The
measurements include histogram collection, gray scale?
range determination, and x-y extent determination. In
addition, there are dedicated processors
for performing
filtering, generating graphical overlays,
and for
labeling and template matching CFU--82 3. Also, extensions
18
to existing programming languages have been implemented
to reflect these new architectures, and to facilitate the
development of algorithms to take? advantage of the new
architectures. For the CLIP4- array processor, an
extension of Pascal
,
i. e. Pascal pi, has been implemented
[UHRB23. Applications that have been implemented using
this language include performing calculations in IF',
pattern recognition and scene description. Constructs of
the language include parallel assignment, condition, and
i /o statements as well as; parallel proceedures, allowing
for-
the simultaneous processing of array elements, as
well as sets of arrays. The data types of these arrays
are binary, gray scale, or nonnumeric. Also, the
capability exists to access relative locations in a
two
dimensional array in order to perform operations,
such
as, windowing and masking C DUFFS XI ,
UHR843. PPL (PICTURE
PROCESSING LANGAUGE) developed for the F'icap I and Pi cap
II is also an extension of Pascal. Features of the
language to facilitate the image
pi-
ocessi ng computation:.
i n c 1 ude b i n ar y p i c t ur e , p i c t ure,
and t emp 1 a te e i emen t a s
data, types. Picture operators include? parallel
arithmetic
operations on 3x3 neighborhoods [DUFFS! 3. One of the
languages includes Pixal (PIXEL MANIPULATION
ALGORITHMIC
LANGUAGE) , also targeted for
the CLIP4, is an extension
of Algol60. D<*ta types specific to IF
include grey,
19
binary, mask and frame. Control structures tailored for
IF'
include parallel assignment statements, parallel
comparisons between masks, and submatr i ci es of a two
dimensional array, and parallel arithmetic operations.
Pixal has been used to implement parallel thinning and
object extraction algorithms [DUFF81 , FU823,,
IP has recently found help for its calculations from
the VLSI (VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION) technology in the
form of systolic based architectures CKUNGB23. Currently,
VLSI on a single chip is a two dimensional technology,
that is, architectures are designed and laid out in a two
dimensional grid. Problems arise when there is too much
crossover of communications paths between the cells
[JALA853. To reduce crosstalk it is neccessary to have
short and regular paths on the chip, in order to reduce
the initial design cost and delays during execution.
These two dimensional architectures are easier and
cheaper to manufacture when the cells/components
of- the
chip are of regular shapes with
regular interconnections.
The s.i~ravs may be one dimensional
or two ci i. moi isi on a J ,
depending on the algorithm to be
implemented.
Systolic a chiteetui es exploit t:it-?s e constraints to
make algorithms, that can also exploit
tnese constraints
to execute more efficiently.
Tlw- systolic architecture is
a specialised architecture that embeds much of the
algorithm in the hardware. Applications for systolic
architectures have included IP operations, matrix
arithmetic operations, data base manipulations, speech
recognition systems, vision, and stero vision systems
LK1JNG82, MEAD80, FRIS85, GUER85 , SYMA850. The design
principles of systolic architectures are descr 1 nod belcu
A single cell is replaced by an array of cells CKUNG82 3.
Th i si a 1 1 c? ws t. hi e t hi r o u g h p ut t o b e i n c r ease ci w i e hi out
increasing the? memory bandwidth. One of the? goals of
systolic architectures is to decompose complex problems
into simple and regular pieces that can map onto regular
simple, arid relatively fast cells. These cells per form
the specialized calculations, and have the same? design.
The throughput of the system is tnen improved i.y also
implementing concurrency to the extent permitted by the
algorithm. In a systolic archi tec tun >.._- , tnie :. s
accomplished by
"pumping"
i.ho data through the cells.
Once art input value has been useci in a calculation, the
data is passed on to the next cell. The next cell is
algorithm dependenc This; circulating of data imposes a
regui. ar flow of data throughout the system, arid enables
the simultaneous execution of many cells. The regular
njiiimunicdtion paths for the data reduce the overhead
incurred in i nterprocesoor communications. Another goal
of the systolic architecture is; to balance the
computational bandwidth with the I/O bandwidth. Once a
data item has entered the array, the data is reused. The
data are input to the boundary ceils of the array
[KUNG823. Therefore, the criteria used to determine
whether an algorithm is amenable to execution on a
systolic based architecture appear to be the following:
1- the algorithm is compute bound rather than
I/O bound (.I.E,THE NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF I/O DATA ELEMENTS);
OPERATIONS EXCEED THE
2- the algorithm must execute in real-time
(I.E.,WHILE THE USER VIEWS THE IMAGE ON THE SCREEN);
3- the calculation are regular and can be;
defined with simple recurrence relations;
4- the design of the components on the chip to implement
the algorithm aie regular
(I.E. , MINIMIZE CROSSTALK AND DESIGN COSTS) [JALAS53.
1.3 APPLICATION OF SYSTOLIC ARCHITECTURES FOR RAY TRACING
2.3.1 RAY TRACING AS A HIDDEN SURFACE REMOVAL TECHNIQUE
2.3.1.1 POLYGON APPROX IMAT I ON
The ray tracing algorithm can
be adapted to take
advantage of the VLSI systolic
technology. Starting with
ray tracing as a visible
surface algorithm, and with the
solid objects in a scone approximated
with polygons, the
following analysis will show
that the execution time of
the? traditional ray tracing algorithm can be reduced by-
adapting the algorithm to, and by, running the algorithm,
on, a systolic: based architecture?. The ray tracing
algorithm meets the criteria stated in the previous
section (SECTION 1.2). The ray tracing algorithm is
certainly compute bound with each pixel ray being
compared to each polygon in the scene. Back plane culling
could be used to remove those polygons that are obviously-
hidden from the? viewer. The picture must be generated in
real -time, especially when ray tracing is a part of a
solids modeler of a CAD/CAM workstation. Although there
are no recurrence relations, the same calculations are
done repeatedly for each pixel in the screen,
for-
each
plane in the scene. For ray-plane intersections, the
calculations are strai ghtf orward . Since the cells must
perform the same calculations, and the pixels are scanned
in an incremental order, the? design of the cells should
be the same. The interconnections-, between the cells;
should be linear rather than diagonal, vertical, or
horizontal as in IP- This type of connection is certainly
regular. The number of pixels that need to be intensified
or shaded is proportional to an area on the surface of
the graphical display device. The area is normally
rectangular. The complexity of the
scene and of the
objects would determine the
number-
of polygons needed to
approximate the objects. The systolic architecture to
implement the ray tracing algorithm is based on the
calculations that must, be performed. The calculations
that must be performed are the intersections of a
directed line segment with planes. The general form of a
p 1 anar equat i on i s :
AX + BY + CZ + D =: 0
The parametric form of the x,y,z components of the ray
are: (VIEWER POSITION DENOTED BY XO,YO,ZO)
X (T) = XO + ET
Y(T) = YO + FT
Z (T) = ZO + GT
The right side? of the equations are substituted into the
plane equation:
A(XO + ET) + Bi'YO + FT) + C(ZO + GT) + D
-
0
Then the equation is solved for ts
t = -(AXO + BYO + CZO + D) / AE + BF + CG
WHERE: AE + BF + CG is NOT EQUAL TO ZERO
The value of t can be checked to make sui e that it
is positive, and that the point of
intersection is in
front of the viewer. If positive, the value of t is
sub s t i t u t ed back: into the par
-
a me tnc: equations for t h e
x,y,z components of the ray. A rectangular bounds test is
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performed for each bounding plane to make sure that the
intersection point is within the bounded planes that are








For visibility calculations, the pixel can be
intensified to the color of the polygon, or to the
background
,
if there are no valid intersections. The
colors available are dependent on the capabilities of the
graphics processor in the display terminal. Normal 1/,
some method is provided to specify the varying
intensities of red, green and blue to generate the
desired color for the pixel. The data for calculating t,
the coefficients of the plane, the? position of the
viewer, and the current pixel
to be intensified, are
readily available. A systolic array
of linearly connected
cells that can support the calculations is shown in
Figure 3. The number of cells (M) is equal to the number
of polygons in the scene. The inputs and the
outputs of
the cells are the pixel coordinates, the line
parameters
of the ray, a t
parameter value, and a
polygon
identifier. At the start of the
intersection calculation,
t hie fir s t p i x el c oor d i n
a t e a rid 1 1 s as soe i at ed i n p ut ar e
used to calculate the t for the cell. If the calculated t
value is negative, the value is ignored, and the input t
value, the input polygon identifier, the pixel
coordinate, and the ray line parameters a.re sent to the
next cell. If the calculated t value is the same as the
input t value, the calculated t value is ignored, and the
input t value and polygon identifier is sent to the next
cell. If the calculated t value is positive and less than
the input t value, the calculated t value and the polygon
identifier associated with the cell is sent to the next
cell. The passing and the comparing of the t value at
each cell has the effect of sorting the t values, and of
selecting the smallest positive parameter value, if one
exists. When the first pixel value is output from the
last cell in the array^ the output from that cell will be
the t value, the associated polygon identifier, the pixel
coordinate, and the ray line parameters all the?
information needed to calculate the actual point on the
polygon surface, except for the perspective point. The
polygon identifier can be used to index a lookup table to
retrieve the corresponding x , y , z extents.
3"
he? coordinates
o f the c a 1 c u 1 a. t eci po i n t e a.n be compared wit hi the
ap p
|-
op r i .at e e ,-. t en t to
det er m i n e wh et h er t hie p o i n t i s
within the polygon in the scene. All these calculations,
the p o i n t determin at ion, and the comparison of the
26
c oordi nates w i t hi the e :; t en ts
,
c an hie p e i
- f ar med by a
separate, single cell. Depicted as S in Figure 3. The
output of this cell is the intersection point and the
polygon identifier , or a not valid intersection
indicator-. This i 1 1 f or mat i on i s c i r c u 1 at ed t hi r oug h t h e
systolic array, or sent directly to the interface buffer,
Figure 3 depicts a high level representation of the
supporting architecture. The operations performed
indicate a need for local memory to sitore? intermediate
resul ts.
The architecture of a cell is based on the assembly
language level like calculations found in Appendix D
Figure 4 shows the architecture designed to support the
ab ov e? c a 1 c u 1 at i on s .
FIGURE 3: SYSTOLIC BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR











FIGURE 4: HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF SINGLE
SYSTOLIC CELL
Trie architecture of the separate single cell(S) is used
to sup port t hi e a.s semb 1 y la
n g uage 1 e v e 1
- 1 1 1-. e calcu 1 ations
2B
found in Appendix D. Figure
the single separate cell.
shows the archiecture of
S'm^lc JcpavQ-ir. Cell
fWfecfii/e
FIGURE 5: HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF A
SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
One consequence of using the systolic based architecture
is the necessary mapping of the algorithm onto this
hardware. A high level description of the algorithm is
gi ven here:
PICK A PERSPECTIVE POINT
FOR. EACH PIXEL IN THE VERTCAL DIRECTION
FOR EACH PIXEL IN THE HORIZONTAL DIRECTION






The language in which tins algorithm is implemented
must be enhanced, or designed, to accommodate the net-,)
constructs needed to indicate to the compiler the type of
code that must be generated. This implies that the
compiler designer must be knowledgeable about the
underlying auxiliary systolic architecture. The scanning




-to-bottom , suggests a
data type in the language that is automatically accessed
in the same manner, and is rectangularly shaped. As this
data structure is scanned, the pixel coordinates can be
generated with the ray parameters, and sent to the
systolic array. Normally, a special purpose architecture,
like the systolic arrays, is connected to a traditional,
general purpose?, host computer. Based on the above
algorithm, and on the calculations that must be
performed, the parameters that, must be made available at
the? time the systolic array i ss ready to perform the
intersection calculations are shown here:
. STARTING PIXEL LOCATION
. NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
DIRECTIONS
. POINT OF VIEW
. POLYGON IDENTIFIER
. COEFFICIENTS OF PLANE EQUATION
T hie 1 as t i t em in the list will d epen d on t hi e
internal description of the objects in the scene. The
i n t e r n a 1 d esc r i p c ion is d ep enden t on t h e ma t.
hi ema1 1 c a 1
-functions used to depict the scene objects,, For the
polygon planes, preprocessing
includes the extraction of
the planar coefficients, the x,y,z extents, and the
polygon identifiers quickly from the internal data
structure. The interface between the host and the
systolic array is a memory buffer with separate input anc
output ports, between the host and the buffer , and the
array and the buffer. Before the calculations begin, the
planar coefficients must be preloaded into the cells, as
well as, the x,y,z extents, and the perspective point
into the lookup table, and the single separate cell,
respectively. An entry of the lookup table is as shown
here:
Poll).
-i K 1) Z tXTBWS
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Fitfei Locaf'/or)
The format of the data stream coming from the
buffer-
would be:
A1B1C1D1X1Y1Z1P0LY1 . . . . AMBMCMDMX-MYMZMPOLYM*
Where the
'#'
is an end-of -datastream indicator". The
instructions to be executed should also be preloaded
EUME0853. The format of the data stream should be:
I1 + I2-+I3+. . . +IK
Where?:
k - number of instructions




Ther^e instructions could be sent through the cells
like the data, or be broadcast by the host directly to
the cells. The microcode should be extremely fast. The
instructions need only be loaded canoe. The idea of
loading instructions suggests howi systolic arrays can be
tailored tc? accommodate different, surface-ray
calculations. This would also require the preloading and
circulating of different data values. Once the necessary
information has been preloaded, the pixel values and the
corresponding ray paramemters must be? generated, and sent
through the systolic array. For hidden surface removal,
the pixel parameters need only be sent through the
systolic array once. There will be an initial delay until
the first t value is output from the last cell. Then, the
a r
-
r a y sheu 1 d out p u t t values at r eq u 1 a.r i n t er va 1 s .
2.3.1.1.1 ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF SYSTOLIC ARRAYS
The basic unit of time (B) is the time needed for
the cell to compute the t value and to compare the
computed t value with the input t value. If there are M
cells, the time that must elapse before the first t value
is available for further calculations is M*B time units.
Every subsequent B unit of time for the remaining number
of pixels (N - 1)
,
should yield another t value. The?
total time required to compute all the t value's is B*M -r
B*(N-1). This is shown schematically in Figure 6.
If the
algorithm-




the time needed to calculate the intersections
is Ef*N*M. Additional time is needed to determine the
p o int, an ci it iahe t h e e x t e r 1 1 c omp ar ion s b e f ore t h e p o i n t i s
available to trie remainder of the algorithm. Ideally,
this additional time is B units in duration,
otherwise.'
the output of the separate? single? pre?cess or is delayed to
the next multiple of B. The delay requires the queuing of
the pixel coordinates, the ray parameters, the t value,
and the? polygon identifier. The number of entries in the
queue is proportional to the number of B units the
separate single cell uses.
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PK _ IMFU"' ASSOCIATED WITH
PIXEL F'K
TL - OUTPUT T VALUE AT TIME
L*B
FIGURE 6: EXAMPLE OF THE TIMING OF THE
INTERSECT ION
CALCULATIONS WITH A SYSTOLIC ARRA\
2.3.1.2 QUADRIC SURFACES
Quadric surfaces are exemplified by the conic
sections ( I E.
, CIRCLE , ELLIPSE, PARABOLA, AND HYPERBOLA)
extended to three dimensions. A quadric surface is of the
form:
DX-**2 + BY*-*2 + FZ**2 + GXY + HXZ + IYZ + YX +
KY + L.Z + M = 0 (1)
This expression is also an implicit equation, in
which thie parametric components of the ray can be
substituted for x,y,z. Recalling the parametric, form of
t he r ay :
X (T) ^ XO + A*T
Y(T) = YO -i- B*T
Z (T) = ZO + C*T
Sub s t ituting i n t o eq uat i on ( 1 ) :
D(XO T- A*T)**2
-i- EI* (YO + B*T )* 2 -+ F-*(20 + C*T
)**2
G*(XO + A-*T)*-(YO + B*T) + H-MXO + A*T)*(ZO
+ C*T) +
I-MYO + A*-T)#(ZO + C*T) +
J*(XO + A*T) +- K*(YO + B*T) + L*(ZO + C*T) + M = 0
Expand! ng :;
D * ( Y0* * 2 + A**2 T *-2 +- 2* X 0A* T ) +
E*<Y0**2 + B**2T**2 + 2*Y0#B*T> ->-
F-*(Z0**2 + C**2T**2 + 2*Z0*C*T) +
G*iXO*YO + T*(XO*B + YO*A) + A*B*T**2) +
H*(XO*YO + T*(XO*C h- ZO*A) + A*C*T**2) +
I*(YO*ZO + T*(YO*C + ZO*B) + B*C*T**2) +
J*(. XO + A*T) + K*(YO + B*T) + L*(ZO + C*T) + M = 0
And collecting like powers of t yields:
T**2 (D*A**2 + E*B**2 + F*C-<-#2
-+ G*A*B + H*A*C + I*B*C ) +
T*(2*D*A*X0 -i- 2*E*B#Y0 + 2*F*C*Z0 + G*(XO*B + YO*A.> +
H*(XO*C + ZO*A) + I*(YO*C +Ze*B..' +
J*A + f>B + L*C ) +
(D*Xu**2 + E*Y0**2 + F*Z0**2 + G*XO*YO + H*XO*ZO + I*YO-*ZO
+
J*XO + K*YO + L*ZO -+ M )
= 0 (3)





-i- C - 0;
The values of t can be solved
for"
by using the quadratic
f oi niul a:
T - ( -B
'
-r/~ ( B '**-2 - 4*A *C')**l/2 ) / 2*A
The coefficients are based on the perspective point,
and the ray parameters and coefficients of the quadric
surface. Complex values of t indicate no intersection
with the surface, and can be ignored. Again, negative t
values can also be ignored, because the intersection
point is not within the scene. Since there are two t
values generated, the smaller positive t value is chosen.
The t value is put back into the ray component equation
to determine the point on the surface. A bounds test is




The architecture supporting the intersection
calculations, is a one dimensional array of connected
cells, one cell for each surface in the scene. The
systolic array communicates with the host via an
interface buffer. Preprocessing prior to the intersection
calculations include? generating the pixel.
cca dinuteb,
and computing the ray parameter and surface? coefficients.
The pixel coordinates are generated a second time when
the coordinates are sent through the array. The inputs
an cl out p u t s t c ea c h cell i n c: 1 ud e on 1 y
a p i x e 1 coordinate,
its ray parameters, a t value, and a surface identifier
The two t values are generated through the quadratic
f ormula. Eac hi c e 1 1 p er f or ms t he assem I:? I y 1 an g aug e
level -like operations found in Appendix D.
The supporting architecture is shown in Figure 3.
The determination of which t value is sent to the next
cell is shown in the high level algorithm here:
T1,T2 CALCULATED T VALUES
TIN INPUT T VALUE
IF Tl AND T2 ARE COMPLEX OR Tl AND T2 ARE BOTH -> 0
THEN
OUTPUT (T IN )
IF TIN IS VALID
THEN
IF Tl > 0 OR T2 > 0
THEN
OUTPUT ( M I N I MUM ( T , T I N ) )
IF Tl AND T2 ARE BOTH > 0
THEN
OUTPUT (MINI MUM ( T 1 , T2 , T I N ) )
ELSE
TIN IS INVALID
IF Tl > 0 OR T2 > 0
THEN
OUTPUT (T)
IF Tl AND T2 ARE BOTH > 0
THEN
OUTPUT ( M I N I MUM ( T 1 , T2 ) )
END IF




if there is one--the corresponding
identifier, the? pixel coordinates,
and the ray
parameters. The separate single cell performs the same
basic calculations as for polygon approximation. The t
veUue is substituted into the parametric ray equations to
determine the point on the surface, the surface
identifier is used to index a lookup table to retrieve
the x,y,z extents. The x,y,z coordinates are compared
with the extents. The output of the separate? single cell
is an intersection point and a surface identifier,
or"
an
intersection point and an invalid surface indicator.
Again, the output can be circulated through the cell, or
sent directly to the interface buffer. The algorithm that
must be mapped onto the? systolic array is shown below:
PICK A PERSPECTIVE POINT
FOR THE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE VERTICAL
DIRECTION
FOR THE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE HORIZONTAL
DIRECTION
DETERMINE THE RAY PARAMETERS





COMPARE WITH SURFACE EXTENTS
END FOR
END FOR
The a I go r
-
1 1 h m assu i nes a h omog e?neous seen e ; that is,
all the objects in the scene are
represented as quadric
surfaces,. The information that must be available at the
start of the intersection calculations is similar to the
information that must be available for polygon
approximation of a scene. The list of information is:
. STARTING PIXEL COORDINATE
. NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
DIRECTIONS
. PERSPECTIVE. POINT
. INITIAL SURFACE IDENTIFIER AND T VALUE
. COEFFICIENTS OF THE QUADRIC SURFACE
The initial surface identifier is an invalid one,
and the t value is negative. These initial values are
implementation dependent, and indicate that the ray does
not intersect any object in the scene. Once the? ray has
circulated through the? systolic array, the surface
identifier and t value will either still indicate that.
the ray does not intersect any object in the scene, or
the closest intersecting surface and the? parametric
intersecting t value?. The instructions to perform the
intersection calculations are loaded during the?
preprocessing of the surface coefficients, using the same
f or
-
ni at as d esc r i b ecl
for-
po 1 yg on ap p r ox i mat i on of a sc ene .
The coefficients are broadcast to the appropriate ceils.
Again, there will be an initial delay
until the first t
va lue is ava i I ab 1 e .
2.3.1.2.1 ANALYSIS OF USE OF THE SYSTOLIC ARRAYS
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The basic unit of time (B) is based on the computing
of the t values with the quadt atric formula, and the
comparing of the t values for the smallest positive
value. Th e q uad i
~
i c sur faces are mor e comp 1 ex t hi a.n t hi e
planar polygons, and require more time to determine the t
value to output to the next cell. The variability in time
comes from the square root calculation and the comparison
of the t values. The? square root can be calculated by
using an iterative algorithm, or retrieved from a lookup
table. The number of iterations can not be predetermined,
and is based on the desired number of digits of accuracy .
The lookup table removes this variability, but requires
the generation of a globally accessible data structure.
The other source of variability with respect to time is
the comparison of the t values. Upon the selection of the
t value to be input to the next cell, the cell may be
idle until the B unit of time has elapsed.
The intial delay until the first t value is
available is as before: M*B , where M is the number of
cells <ICE., THE NUMBER
OF"
QUADRIC SURFACES). The
subsequent t values are available every B units
for the
remaining
pixels (N-l). The total time that must elapse
before all the t value's are available
is:
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M-fc-B + (N -1)*B = B*(M + N - 1).
The time needed to perform the actual point calculations,
and the extent comparisons, is the same length as for the
polygons. If the time to make these calculations is L,
the time that must elapse before the surface point is
available to the remainder of the algorithm is M*B + L.
The total time that must elapse before all the points are
available to the algorithm in the host is:
M*B + L + (N-l) (E + L) = B*(M + N - 1)
For execution on a single processor
computer-
the
analysis i - as follows. Thie total time that must elapse
before the first t parameter is available is M*B + L. The
total time that must elapse before all the intersection
points are available issN*(M*B + L) == N*M*B + N*L.
Calculations are based on the following high level
a I gor i thm:
FOR ALL THE PIXELS(N)
FOR ALL THE OBJECTS (M)
CALCULATE THE INTERSECTION POINT (B)
END FOR
DETERMINE ACTUAL SURFACE POINT (L)
END FOR
Since the time to determine the actual surface point
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is the same as for polygon approximation of the scene,
and the basic unit of time to perform the t calculations
is longer, the number of input t values to the separate
single cell that must be queued should be smaller than
for polygon approximation, or non-existent.
2.3.1.3 COMPOSITE SOLIDS
2.3.1.3.1 CONSTRUCTIVE SOLID GEOMETRY SOLIDS
Ray tracing has been used to synthesize objects
built by solid modelers, in particular, by constructive
solid geometry (CSG) modelers [R0TH82, WYV.I86, CASA85 ,
F'LUN853. A constructive solid modeler (CSG)
modeler-
builds up an object from a set of primitive solids that
are combined hi er archi al 1 y in a binary tree with boolean
operators. The primitive objects typically are: block,
sphere, cylinder, torus, and cone. The regularized
boolean operators are union, intersection, and
d i f f erence.
The binary tree consists of the primitive solids as
t hie 1 eaves , an d the in t e r ior nod es a. r e
t he b oo 1 ean
operators. The root node represents the final object.
Eac I"i l n t er i or
-
node r ep r esen t s a boa 1 e
an opera t i on
,
or a
r i g i d bod y motion suc h as t r
an s 1 at ion an d rot at ion, t ha t
i s -ap p lied t o the c or
i-
esp on d i r i g sub t r ee
. When a object is
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rendered with ray tracing, each ray must traverse the
binary tree, representing the object, starting at the
root. The intersections of the straight line ray with the
primitive objects, making up the composite object, are
cale u 1 at ed
, and t hi e r ay is sub cl i v i ded into regions t h a t
are outside, on, or inside the boundaries of the solids.
The ray is; a parametric equation of a line? anchored at
the viewer, and directed toward the scene. When the
inter-section calculations with a solid primitive have
been performed, the results are combined with the results
of the other branch from the same parent node, according
to the boolean operator in thie parent node. This
information along with an ^identification of the
intersected surface is maintained in a global data
structure?. The results of one level are combined and
returned to the next higher level in the tree? until the
root i s r eac h ed .
The sides of a block are usually represented as six
half planes. The sphere, cylinder, and cone are examples
of quadric surfaces; the torus is
represented by a
quart ic polynomial. The different representations
imply-
that different calculations are needed to accommodate the
different surface types, and these calculations require a
different amount of time. Also, the hierarchical
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relationships among the primitive solids must be
maintained. Both of these features of CSG solids preclude
the beneficial use of a one dimensional systolic array to
perform the intersection calculations,, The uniformity
criteria for qualification for execution on a systolic
array can not. be? met.
2.3.1.3.2 HETEROGENEOUS SCENE
A scene consisting of surfaces of different
mathematical (ANALYTICAL) representations can be rendered
with a systolic based architecture to facilitate the
intersection calculations,, The systolic based
architecture consists of a number of one dimensional
arrays. Each cell of the systolic array calculates the
intersection for a particular surface type. The length of
eachi array is equal to the? number of objects in the scene
with the same mathematical representation. Each cell of
the array is preloade?d with the corresponding
instructions to perform the? intersection calculations,
and with the coefficients of one object in the scene? with
the representation corresponding to the array. The basic
unit of time,, the? time to perform one intersection
c a 1 c u lation, i s cl i f f e r en t f or eac hi a.r ra y . T hi i s c! i f f eren c e
in time for the intersection calculations must be
resolved before the systolic based architecture can be
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used.
The systolic arrays should be arranged in decreasing
or increasing time to perform the intersection
calculations. If the arrays are sorted in increasing time
to perform the intersection calculations, the circulated
t values, and ray parameters generated from one
array-
will queue up waiting to circulate through the next
slower array. The length of the queue depends on the
relative slowness of one array with respect to a previous
array,, This arrangement of the arrays ensures that each
array is in continuous operation, once the the values
enter the array, but also requires more memory to hold
the q ueued i n p ut s . T hi e a 1 1 er n at i ve ar r an g emen t 1 s t o
order the arrays in decreasing time of the intersection
calculations. The subsequent arrays require a shorter
time interval to calculate the ray-surface intersections.
As a consequence, the subsequent arrays will not be
continuously active?. The previous arrays will generate? t
values at. a rate slower than the next array, and,
therefore, no memory is needed to hold intermediate
results. The? time interval between consecutive? inputs to
an array should become shorter,
as subsequent arrays
became active, and consequently
each array must have its
own clock. A high level description of a supporting
ar c h i tectur e is g i ven in F i g ur
The systolic arrays can be tailored to the specific
quadncs in the scene ( I . E
., SPHERE , ELLIPSOID) . The
calculation of the total time is based on the following
timing diagram in Figure 8. The timing lines for each
systolic array are labled 0
-
L. The timing calculations
assume that the time through each systolic array is
multiplied by the respective unit of time B, that is, the
time spent in each systolic cell. The markings on the
time line represent thie number of systolic eel Is (M) and
the number of pixels (N) for each systolic array. The
times selected are those that indicate the time for
different number of pixels to circulate through the
systolic arrays, one for each surface in the scene. The
starting time of one array is relative to the starting
time of a previous array. Thus, the starting time of the
ith array is the sum of the starting
times of the
previous (1-1) arrays. For example, the starting time of
a r ray ( 2 ) 1 s d et er m i n ed as foil o
ws . The f 1 r st arr ay h a a
no previous array, and its starting
time is zero. The
starting time of the? -second array
relative-- to the first
array is M. The starting
time o-\ the third array relative
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NOTE: L. IS THE NUMBER OF
SYSTOLIC ARRAYS
FIGURE 7: HIGH LEVEL -DESCRIPTION OF A SYSTOLIC BASED



















FIGURE 8: TIMING DIAGRAM FOR INTERSECTION
CALCULATIONS FOR ARCHITECTURE IN
FIGURE 7.









The total time for the pixel data stream to
through all the arravs is:




M + M + N
When a t value is generated, the surface identifier
must also retrieve from the lookup tabie the surface
type, or the surface type must be circulated through the
arrays. The-? surface type is used to load the? pr ocjr a'V
counter (PC) with the starting address of the appropriate
instruction sequence, shown .: n Figure 9.. Thus the
starting address must be scored in predefined locations.
This differ ent instruction sequences increase the si;e o-f




FIGURE 9: CALCULATION OF THE STARTING ADDRE:
OF THE INSTRUCTION SLLUL-iet u-lNC
THE SURFACE IDENTIF ll-.h
Surfaces described u , pu.i ynonL. al s of degree greater
than Lwc.i f'-a,,. ueL.n > e? ic- '..-." >. -d usinq '"<-'.y tracing [i.v'HJ i St - ..
HANR83J. i-iin.j-'ig fine alyebr ale
se,i- faces that have1 bet! i rsi-
c races art- L i a., hi cub:,. <:
,
quai ljc, hummer s qu<-dr u;..- 1 e and
..-? ^. I i e r 's Si.1 1 7'i.Cu' . Ai'ialy Lica.l sol j t .1 ?ns e , .1 Su >-._, f
'.'.'
1 e
pxjl y noin.i ale of dtsgi ee less than f i /e , but foi most.
po!.yi','j,i!i:e'j d'...'gl'e(? I e .. S Lh.-;h f J. \ ,. a1',..1 f -....'t ti'lOSe?
polynomials of degree at least, five, numerical metho-Js
and/or-
combinations of numerical and ana, ytic.al methods
need to be used to determine their inter sections with trie
rays lHANRE-33 . The numerical, methods cased depend on the
dtsii'
ej accuracy- i he. namus-i- of inter ations executed
d ep e i d o
r> t r i e ci i ? su ed p r e c i s i on . Th ese in t er at i ve? me thods
ar e suitabl
fur'
hiardware execution, but not by the
s y st o 1 i c arrays. There e x i st s no n umencal method t hi at
can find the roots of a general algebraic surface within
a predetermined number of iterations. The intersection
calculations are not a straight forward application of an
arithmetic: formula. Hence, the calculations art? not
regular. A scene made up of different algebraic surfaces
would eithe?r require different, numerical methods or the
same method to find a different number of roots, the time
to perform the intersection calculations is var iable?
possibly for each object
in the scene.
The r ay t r ac i n g of par ametrically
d e f i n e ri pat c h e ^
and surfaces also involve numerical methods CKAJIS2,
T0TH85, SWEE853. Again, the
intersection calculations are
not regular for the same reasons given in
the previous
paragraph .
2.3.2 RAY TRACING WITH GLOBAL
ILLUMINATION
Ray tracing, when used with a global illumination
model, yields more realistic looking objects. The
increase in complexity, due to the inclusion of
simulated, reflected and refracted light rays is mirrored
by an increa.se> in the complexity of the supporting
systolic based archi ecture. The type and degree of
sophistication in the hardware to support the algorithm
is dependent on the sophistication oi the illumination
model, the type of surface detail, and the internal
description of the objects in the scene. In traditional
ray-
tracing, the reflection and refraction rays
associated with the initial ray are used to build a
binary tree.
The root of the tree is the initial pixel
r
ay
surf ace intersection. This initial intersection




the" light ray reaching the ob sever
from that visible point is either a reflected or a
refracted ray. The- association between the pixel and t
he-
surface must be stored in the root node of each binary
tree. The re-flection ray forms the? left branch of the
binai y tret.', and the refraction ray forms the right
b i- an c h of t hi e b i n ar y t r ee . h e c on t r i b u 1 1 on s a f o t hi er
reflected and refracted light ray., reaching the visible
surface point, are calculated based on a model of light.
requiring the calculation of the surface normal at the
intersection point. The contributing reflected and
refracted light rays are traced by the global
illumination model to their immediate surf sice or point
light sou r ces T hi e ref lee t e cl a r i d r ef r ac t ed 1 i g h t sour ces ,
that contribute to the intensity of the immediate
ray-source-surface intersection paints, are also traced
by the global illumination model. As the illumination
model traces the contributing reflected and refracted
r a y a. binary tree? is built. When all of the rays have




p o int. 1 i g hi t sour c e ,
of the scene, or have been traced a predetermined number
o-f
iterations, the ray tracing stops;. The binary tree is
traversed in poster der by the shiec.ler to determine the
intensity of the corresponding pixel. The intensity of
the light reaching an intersection point, stored in the
binary tree, is reduced by the distance between that
intersection point, and the intersection points of the
immediate left arid right children nodes. The incoming
light rays to the intersection point are stored in the
par cant node-?.
The:-
number of trees gesner ated depe?nd on the
position of the viewer, and on the
relationships between
t h e ob j ee t s i n 1 1 1 e sc en e .
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The? recursive application of the global illumination
mocl el 1 n d i c at es t hi a t the r a > c oor d i. n at e ;s an d ray
parameters must be sent through the systolic based
architecture more than once. Also, the calculations for
d et ermini ng the nor ma 1 an d t h e coef f icien ts of t h e
reflected and refracted rays, based on the illumination
model , require a more sophisticated single separate cell.
A high level description of the ray tracing algorithm
withi a global illumination model, that must be mapped
onto a systolic based architecture, is given here:
PICK A PERSPECTIVE. POINT
FOR THE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE VERTICAL.
DIRECTION
FOR THE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE HORIZONTAL
DIRECTION
DETERMINE THE INITIAL RAY
F OLLOW_RAY ( I N I T I AL_ RAY , TREE_ PTR )
TRAVERSE_TREE ( TREE_PTR , P 1 XEL_VALUE )
END FOR
END FOR
FOLLOW_RAY ( RAY , TREE_ PTR )
FOR EACH SURFACE IN THE SCENE
DETERMINE THE POINTS OF INTERSECT ION (PO I )
SORT THE POI'S AND ELIMINATE THOSE OUT OF RANGE
IF THERE IS A CLOSEST, VALID INTERSECTION POINT
THEN
ADD NODE TO TREE INCLUDING THE POI AMD
ANY NECESSARY SURFACE INFORMATION
DETERM I NE REFLECT 1 0N _ RAY
DE rERM I NE RE K F: AC T 1 0N_ RA Y
FOLLOW RAY ( REFLECT I OM_RAY , LEFT_E'RANCH )
FOLLOwIrAY ( REFRACT I ON_RAY , R I GHT )
ELSE.
NO POI
LEFT AND RICH "I BRANCH ARE NULL
END I r
Traverse tree is a shader that performs the shading
calculations which implement the global illumination
model. The systolic architecture onto which the above
mentioned algorithm must be mapped is described in this
section at a high level.
The major components, as shown in Figure 10., of the
systolic based architecture are:
-interface buffer between the host and
systolic array
-one dimensional array of linearly connected
eel 1 s (systol i c array)
-control unit
-array of separate cell processors
-memory shared by the separate cell processors
and the systolic array
The interface buffer is a data communication
buffer-
between the hiost computer and the systolic: array. The
host sends the pixel coordinates to the systolic array
via. the interface buffer. The intersection
point/indicator associated with each pixel is sent to the
host via the same buffer, whe?n hidden surface re.mo veil is
being implemented with ray tracing. The binary trot? or a
no valid indicator, associated with each pixel sent
through the systolic array, is sent to the host computer
global il ,ii(!criat:cn mcnc! is bn, ng i rip 1 ementei
cu











cells is the systolic array. Each cell is capable of
performing the same calculations. The instruction
seq uen c e t o i mp 1 eme i 1 1 t In e c a 1 cu 1 at i ons ar e p reloaded
p r i or t o t he ex ec ut ion
of-
t h e c a 1 c u 1 at i on s Data
initially enters the systolic array from the interface
buffer
When implementing the ray tracing algorithm for
hidden surface removal, once each pixel has circulated
through the systolic array, the corresponding t parameter
va 1 ue and t he s ur face identifier ar e? p ut on t o a d at a b us
connected to the interface buffer. These results z\re then
ava i 1 ab 1 e t o the h ost e omp u t er . W hi e? n i mpiemen ting 1 1 1 e r a. y
tracing algorithm as a part of a global illumination
model, the? output generated by the systolic: array is sent
to the first available separate;1 cell processor. Each
separate? cell uses the outpint values:- to build a branch of
a binary tree, which is later used by the shader software
to calc u 1 a.t e t hi e c or r esp on d i n g p i x e 1 i n t en s i t i es
Once a t value enters a. separate cell, the
corresponding incomplete tree and the data structures
used by the tree building algorithm, including the stack:,
are retrieved from a predefined location of common
memory. The reflection and refraction rays are calculated
arid stored in the binary tree. The? refraction ray is
pushed onto the stack and the reflection ray is sent to
another predefined location in memory. From that location
t r i e i-eflection ray is 1 oa ded on t o a b us connected to t h e
interface buffer. Once the coefficients of the rays are
in the interface buffer, the coefficients a>-e sent
t h r oug h the syst o 1 i c ar r ay . The intersect! on va 1 ues ,
generated from the stream of input ray coefficients, are
also sent to the separate cell processors to continue the
building of the? binary trees. Hence, this architecture
supports the repeated circulation of the data, and the
repeated calculation of the reflection and refraction
rays as required by the ray tracing algorithm.
The memory aeccesible to all of the separate cells,
stores the incomplete binary tree, and other information
pertinent to the building of the binary tree, in
particular; a predefined memory location containing the
current binary tree which, which indicates, the next
available separate cell processor. This global variable
is incremented (modulo K) + 1.
T hi e numb er o f r ay s passi n g t hi r oug hi the display
an cl
intersecting -surfaces in
the scene- is the number of
binary trees that must be simultaneously
built. Those
rays that do intersect with objects in the scene form the
roots of the separate, distinct binary trees. Therefore,
hardware is included to count the number of initial
intersections. This number also indicates: the length of
sub seq ue n t d a ta s t r eams t hi at ci re u 1 ate t hi r oug hi the
systolic array, as; well as,, the number of separate cell
processors. The algorithm to build the- binary tree, and
to deter m i ne w hi at v si 1 ue?s ar e seut t h r oug h t hi e s y st o I ic
array, is listed as an algorithm.
LEVELJMO <- 0
CREATE ROOT NODE
STORE PO I , LEVELING , RAY_ TYPE
(ROOT GIVEN REFLECTION RAY TYPE?
PUSH POI,LEVEL_NO AND RAY_TYPE ONTO STACK
WHILE STACK NOT EMPTY





CALCULATE REFLECTION AND REFRACTION RAY
PARAMEMTERS AND POI
PUSH REFRACTION RAY





STORE LEVEL_NO AND RAY
_
TYPE













I NCREMENT CURRENT_ LEh'Et.
STORE CURRENT AND RAY_ TYPE
CALCULATE REFLECTION AMD REFRACTION RAY
PARAMETERS
PUSH POI ,CURRENT._LEVEL,RAY PARAMETERS,
REFLECTION RAY






T hi i -s a 1 g or i t h i m is i m f> 1 e?men te cl b y eac h ac t i v e-?
separate cell processor. Included in the pertinent
information for building the tree are the stack,
containing the branches to be? added, and the? current
level number of the binary tree. The binary tree is built
in a. depth first (preor dear j order that can be- sent as a
linear array to the host via the interface buffer. A
comparison of the length of time to perform the
intersection calculations, and of the length of time to
calculate the? normal, and the refraction and reflection
r a.y coeff icien t s a 1 so are a. mean s to
det e? r m i n e t hi e numbe r
of separate cell processors that are to be included as a
part of the systolic based architecture,, Both
calculations depend en the complexity of the deseription
of the surface, arid the normal,
the reflection and
refraction ray calculations
are also dependent on the
g I ob a I ill coin natiuii mod e 1 b e :i. 1 1 g i m
pi me r, t e id .
If tite length of time to build one branch of a
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binary tree; is less than or equal to the time to perform
the required intersection calculation, then only one
separate cell processor is needed to build one branch of
a binary tree. If the length of time to build one branch
of a binary tree is longer than the time to perform the
intersection calculation, then more than one separate
cell processor is needed to prevent the queuing of the t
values. The length of time to build a branch of the
binary t r ee s hi ou 1 d b e roun ded up to the n ex t i n teger
multiple of the? length of time to perform one
intersection calculation (B) . This integer is the number
of separate-? cell processors needed to build the branches
of the binary trees;, and to prevent the output t values
from queuing on input to the separate cell processors.
These cell processors must access a*, common memory that
stores the binary trees. Should the
number-
of the number
of binary trees that must be simultaneously generated
exceed the number of separate cell processors, the above
mention cad scheme causes the t values to queue up outside?
the separate cell processor
The first data stream sent through the systolic
array consists of the pixel coordinates,
the ray
parameters, t valuer, and surface
identifiers. The
s u.b seq c >. en t d at a st r eams consist of the surface points,
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the ray parameters, t values, and surface identifiers,,
For each subsequent data stream sent through the systolic
ar r ay, a differed t se t o f r ays w i 1 1 i n tersect with
surfaces in the scene. The members of each set can not be
predetermined. The noni ntersect i ng rays indicate the
terminations of branches in the binary trees., For those
rays that do not intersect, a placeholder is needed to
indicate the termination of a branch ior the branch
calculations, and to maintain the constant length of the
ds*ta stream.
As indicated by the algorithm, the left branch
(REFLECTION RAY) is generated first, until either, the
tree has reached a predetermined length, or the
ray-
intersects with) nc3 object in the scene, In terms of
execution on the systolic array, thus means that a data
stream will be sent through the array a predetermined
number of times, or until all the rays in the? dace a stream
exit the scene. For each reflection ray a refraction
ray-
is calculated and traced (RIGHT BRANCH OF THE BINARY
TREE). The refracted ray data stream ex ecu tea on the
s ys t o 1 i c ar r ay s i m i 1 i ar 1 y t o the r e f 1 e
c t < c! r a y d a t a
stream. Once all the binary trees have been generated,
1 1 1 e linear a r r ays r e
pi r esen t i n g t r i e b i n a r
-
y t r ees , are se 1 1 1
to the shader in the host., A tree depicted as shown in




FIGURE 11: LINEAR REPRESENTATION OF A BINARY
TREE PRODUCED BY AN ALGORITHM
IMPLEMENTED ON A SYSTOLIC ARRAY
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When a light ray reaches the surface of an object, the
portion of light that is reflected and transmitted
(REFRACTED) determines the visibility of the object. The
angle of an incident light ray striking the surface at a
point is measured with respect to the normal at the
surface point, and is called the angle of incidence. The
angle of a reflected light ray is also measured with
respect to the normal, and is called the angle of
reflection. If the light ray strikes a smooth surface,
the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection.
Thus phenomena is called regular reflection. The angle of




A diffuse surface that reflects light equally
in all
directions produces
diffuse- reflection and is called a
perfect diffuser. The intensity of the
reflected light




I = INTENSITY OF THE REFLECTED LIGHT RAY
IL = INTENSITY OF THE INCIDENT LIGHT RAY FROM A POINT
LIGHT SOURCE
KD = A DIFFUSE REFLECTION CONSTANT (O <= KD <= 1) THAT
DEPENDENT ON THE SURFACE MATERIAL
A = DIRECTION OF THE REFLECTED LIGHT RAY WITH RESPECT
TO THE NORMAL
(0-:> A :.= 90) ( A > 90 MEANS THE LIGHT SOURCE IS BEHIND
THE OBJECT)
This calculation is included in the shader as a part of
the illumination model if reflection is being implemented
for a smooth surface.








- ARE IN THE RANGE (0,90)
N1,N2 - ARE THE INDICIES OF REFRACTION OF THE
RESPECTIVE MEDIA
(I.E., THE DEGREE OF TRANSPARENCY OF THE SURFACES)
When the angle of incidence equals or exceeds 90 degrees,
B, the angle
of-
refraction is the critical angle. The
incident angle obeys the laws of regular reflection, arid
the light rays are reflected totally within the first
medium. The calculations of the reflection arid refraction
components indicate intersection calculations that must
be performed by the separate cell processors. The
calculation
of- the direction of the reflection and
refraction light rays is included in traditional ray




N1,N2 - THE INDICES OF REFRACTION
Q - POINT OF INTERSECTION
IS - INTENSITY OF LIGHT DUE TO SPECULAR HIGHLIGHTS
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FROM OTHER OBJECTS/SURFACES IN THE SAME SCENE
IT - INCOMING INTENSITY OF REFRACTED LIGHT
-R
-
DIRECTION OF INCIDENT LIGHT FROM A POINT LIGHT SOURCE
-V
- DIRECTION OF LIME OF SIGHT OF THE VIEWER
P - DIRECTION OF THE REFRACTED LIGHT RAY
LJ - JTH POINT LIGHT SOURCE












=-- V/MAGN I TUDE (V.N)
KF = (KN**2 * MAGN (V ')**2 -
MAGNOv"
+ N) **2> *-*~l /2
KN = N2/N1
A complex value for kf indicates total internal
reflection. The index of refraction is needed to
determine the direction of the refracted light ray- This
information must be aval liable for each surface through
which refracted rays pass. The surface identifier could
then be used ass an pointer into tlie lookup table that
should also contain the pointer of refraction for that
surface. An entry in the lookup table would contain the
fed lowing information i e- shown in Figure 12. The
illumination dependent information is loaded into the
separate cells at the same time the instructions to
perform the reflection and refraction ray parameter
calculations are loaded. The index of refraction of
air-









FIGURE 12s EXAMPLE OF AN ENTRY IN THE
LOOKUP TABLE USED BY THE SINGLE
SEPARATE CELL. TO CALCULATE THE
REFLECTION AND REFRACTION RAYS.
The illumination dependent information is loaded into the
separate cells at the same time the instructions to
perform the reflection and refraction ray parameter
calculations are loaded. The index of refraction of
air-
is 1 for calculations.
^
~r
O 1 POLYGON APPROXIMATION
For a scene approximated with polygons, the?
architecture? is as depicted in the previous section. The
intersection calculations are as described in an earlier
sectiori. The calculation of the reflection and refraction
rays depend eon the- mathematical representation of tries
surfs-i.ee. Trie initial ray travels along the line of sight
through a pixel coordinate to a point on the surface,,
Hence, three points on the line segment (RAY) are known.
Using the position of the vie? wear (B) and the point of
intersection on the polygon surface (A), the directed
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line segment BA iss
V
~
(AX - BY) I + (AY - BY) J + (AZ - BZ)I<
Given that the form of the planar equation is:
DX + EY + FZ + G
-
0
The vector normal to the plane is:
DI + EJ + FK
The unit normal iss
N - (D/L) I + (E/L) J + (F/DK
WHERE:
L - (D**2 + E**2 + F**2)*#l/2
The calculation of the reflection ray is a




V - ( (AX - EX) I + (AY - BY) J + (AZ - BZ)K ) / MAGN(V,N)
WHERE:
V.N = (AX - EX) (D/L) I + (Ay - BY) (E/L) J
+ (AZ - BZ)(F/L)K
M = MAGN(V.N) = ( ((AX - BX ) (D/L) ) **2
-*
( (AY - BY) (E/L) ) **2 +
( (AZ - BZ) i. FYL) ) *#2 )
2N
=-




+ 2D) I + ((AY BY) + 2E)J
-i-
M L M L
/O
( (AZ - BZ) + 2F) K
M L
The calculation of the reflection ray is based on
the two points, and on the coefficients of the plane. The
information that must be sstored in a node of the binary
tree -tor the reflection rays includes: the intersection
point, the surface identifier of the surface containing
the point of intersection, and the coefficients of the
reflection ray (I.E., THE DIRECTION OF THE REFLECTED
LIGHT). These are the same values that must be stored on
the stack to implement the algorithm. The refraction
ray-
uses the same information, except for
the?1 index of
refraction. The calculations are a straightforward
sub s t i tut i cdn of t h e equat i on:
P = KF ( N + V
'
) - N
The assembly language like
instructions needed to
deter-
mine the reflection and refraction rays is given in
Appendix D. The high level description of a separate ceil
is given in Figure 13.
There must be a global data structure,
in a fixed
location, used to indicate
the next binary tree to be
up d a t ed : t h
e c u r r en t b i r i a r y t r ee . This n
umber is a
pointer into a table that contains a
pointer to an area
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of memory, which contains an incomplete binary tree, and
the local data strucutres (I.E., STACK AND POINTER). As
each t value enters a separate cell, for the second and
subsequent data streams, the current binary number is
incremented (MODULO P) + 1. The first data stream





FIGURE 13: SEPARATE CELL FOR DETERMINE
THE REFLECTION AND
REFRACTION RAYS.
There should be no contention by the separate cells for
access to the current binary number. When the t values
are input to the separate cells, the incremented current
binary tree
number-
will initiate access to memory for the?
corresponding binary tree, and data structures needed to
build the rie,- t branch,,
2.3.2.1.1 ANALYSIS OF USE OF SYSTOLIC ARRAY
The time that must elapse before the first t value
] s available? is M*B units. The time to build cine branch
of a binary tree is K*B units. The situation depicted
pictorial ly is, the data stream of pixels going through
the systolic array in Figure 14. Additional time is
need ed t o retrieve an d s t or e t hi e i n c omp 1 et e b i n ar y trees
as well as to send the data stream to the interface
buffer to be recirculated through the systolic array.
At time, t-"N, the first reflection/refraction ray
can be circulated through the systolic array. Assuming
also that the data i si to be circulated through the array
a predetermined number of times ( I . E. ,2** (L+l ) -2, where L
is the length of the tree)
,
at time, t=N, the situation
is as depicted in Figure 15.
The length of the? data streams for the





0 ). Assuming that F'=-N the situation
continues as depicted in Figure 16.
For the initial pixel coordinates going through thee
s yst o 1 l c ar r ay , at t i me t , the ( T
- li+ 1 ) t h p ar amet er t
va 1 ue is g enerated. For t h e sub seque n t
d -at a s t r eams w i t h
length equal to the number of pixels (N) , with K =-1, and
with 2** (L+l) -3 equal to the number of reflection
and /or refraction data streams to be sent through the
syst o 1 i c ar r ay , at t i me t
t hi e ( T
~ M+ 1 ) t h p ar amet er t
value is generated.
The situation for which N > M, N > P, and K > 1
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- KTH T VALUE GENERATED
NOTE: INCREMENTS IN UNITS OF B
FIGURE 14: PICTORIAL DEPICTION OF THE TIMING
0F A DA f A S TREAM CI RC UL A : I NG









hLl ft(V-i) faM-\ KbX)
Ta/ 2~J^..
NOTATION R(X,Y) IS A3 FOLLOWS: XTH DATA STREAM
YTH FOSTION WITHIN
THE XTH DATA STREAM
FIGURE 15: PICTORIAL DEPICTION OF THE TIMING OF
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"ft/0 li J TVa>-1
FIGURE 16: PICTORIAL DEPICTION OF THE TIMING
OF THE DATA STREAM RECIRCULATING
THR0UGH f'-i S V ST 0 L 1 C ARRA\ WITH
BUILDING OF THE REFLECTION/REFRACTION
BINARY TREES.
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The total time to build each binary tree is determined
with the aid of the following timimg diagrams.
O H ri fM
/Of*-*
L_J 1 I I
TIME ACTION
0 FIRST PIXEL ENTERS THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
M FIRST PIXEL ENTERS A SEPARATE CELL
N-l LAST PIXEL OF THE FIRST DATA STREAM ENTERS
THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
N FIRST RAY OF THE SECOND DATA STREAM ENTERS
THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
N+M LAST PIXEL OF THE FIRST DATA STREAM ENTERS
A SEPARATE CELL
N+M-i 1 FIRST RAY OF THE SECOND DATA STREAM ENTERS
A SEPARATE CELL
N+M-.-K LAST PIXEL OF THE FIRST DATA STREAM E s ITS
A SEPARATE: CELL PROCESSOR
N+M + K+l FIRST RAY OF
THE.'
SECOND DATA STRAM EXITS A
SEPARATE CELL
/
The time to establish the- binary tress is depicted here
0 M r)ik a) tfiM MMifal
K-l BTl -9TP
ESTABLISHING THE BINARY TREES
TIME ACTION
M+K FIRST PIXEL ENTERS A SEPARATE CELL
There is a delay oi (K-l) units before the root of the
next binary tree (BT) is established. This delay time is
needed to compute the reflection/ refraction rays, and to
determine the point of inter exact i. on . Ever y B emit of time
thereafter
,
either the root of a binary
tree1
will be
established, or a no-valid intersection
indicator will be
issued. The number of binary trees established is P. The
current binary tree number is incremented each time a
tree is e-;T.. ?blibhed. Biased on the tuning diagram the
total time to build one branch/establish
F'
binary tree is
(N + K ) units. The.' timing for the second and subsequent





N+M FIRST RAY OF THE SECOND DATA STREAM
ENTERS THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
N+P-l LAST RAY OF THE SECOND DATA STREAM
ENTERS THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
N+P FIRST RAY OF THE THIRD DATA STREAM
ENTERS THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
ARRAY
N-.-P+M LAST RAY OF THE SECOND DATA STREAM EXITS
THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY AND ENTERS A
SEFARATE CELL PROCESSOR
N+P+M+l FIRST RAY OF THE THIRD DATA STREAM ENTERS
A SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
N+P+M+K LAST RAY OF THE SECOND DATA STREAM EXITS
A SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
N+P +M+K-+ 1 FIRST RAY OF THE THIRD DATA STREAM EXITS
A SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
N-2P+M LAST VECTOR OF THE THIRD DATA STREAM
ENTERS A SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
As the first element of a data stream enters a separate
coll, the current binary tree number should be
reinitialized to zero. When the last data stream enters
1 1 1 e a :
"
c h i t ec t ure the-; situation is t h us :
L L
NOTE: A IS 2-* (L+l ) -4





THE LAST DATA STREAM ENTERS
THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
N+A*P+2M FIRST RAY OF THE LAST DATA STREAM ENTERS
A SEPARATE CELL FROCESSOR
N+A*P+2M+K FIRST RAY OF THE LAST DATA STREAM EXITS
A SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
N+(A+1)*P-1 LAST RAY OF THE LAST DATA STREAM ENTERS
THE SYSTOLIC ARRAY
N+(A+1)*P+M LAST RAY OF THE LAST DATA STREAM ENTER
A SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
N-i- (A-rl)*P+M-i-K LAST RAY OF THE LAST DATA STREAM EXITS
A SEPARATE CELL PROCESSOR
Based on the above diagram, the total time to build P
binary trees of length L is: N
+ (2** (L.+ i )
- 3)*P
+ M +
K'. Not every ray of the
second and subsequent data
streams will intersect with an object in
the scene 'I.E.
NOT ALL THE TREES WILL BE
BALANCED). Therefore, the
separate cell processor must
be delayed and remain idle
for K units. The current binary
tree number still needs
to be incremented, but nothing
will be added to the
binary tree. Also,




through a pixel, are
determined by sepai ate
special
purpese !,aidH=a-a, and sent immediately
to tne host for
.:, ! 1 e- c:i i n g .
?.. 3 -~v.2 QUADRIC SURFAC
3
The design and the analysis of the operation of a
systolic based architecture for implementing ray tracing
w i t h a global iiluminat i on model, f or ob j ec t s in a seen e
d efined by quad r i c s i s s i m i 1 ar to 1 1 1 e sys t o 1 i c b ased
architecture for supporting a scene approximated b ./
polygons. The differences are due to the longer time
needed to perform the intersection calculation, and to
the different method of cxctejrmi n i. ng the normal to the
surface at the point of intersection. The inputs and the
outputs to each cell are the same. The cell is preloaded
with a different instruction sequence to calculate the t
values. The separate cell processors ai e pre-loaded with a
different instruction sequence to determine the.;
reflection and refraction rays.
The.- determi n ati on e> t!it.-
t values are described in an earlier section.,
The. calculation of the normal is- based c>r> 'the
f ljI 1 cn-vi. iiy analysis. DLveri pci'int f
(X,Y,Z; a: u i
, j , k .
-ii'-a.j (i ; evaluate-, at. a po.,.i.
/icids the rn, /i!-,l to the surfa.ee at that
or enocorial univ. veccor s




GRAD(F') IS DEi: I NED AS: J F I
c)""x
The normalized vector is obtained by dividing the i , j , k
components by the length of the vector. Given the general
f or m of a quad r i c :
F = AX**2 + BY**2 + CZ**2 + DXY + EYZ + FXZ +
GX + HY + IZ + J == 0
<S>x
= 2AX + DY + FZ -i- G
^ F
= 2BY + DX + EZ + H
^F = 2CZ + EY + FX -i- I
Each partial of f is evaluated at the intersection point,
Then the length of the vector is calculated as shown
earlier. Once, the normal has been found, the
calculations proceed as before? in determining the?
reflection and refraction rays. The corresponding
assemb 1 y 1 i k e 1 an g u aq e progr am t a camp ut e t h e n or ma 1
Vt?ctor using the gradient is g.ven in
Appendix D.
2.3.2.2.1 ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF THE SYSTOLIC ARRAYS
The determination of the tune needed for performing
t hi e 1 n ter se c: t ion c a. 1 c: u I a t i on , and f o
i- bull d ing t h e b i n a r y
shading trees is identical to polygon approximation of a
scene,, Again, the differences are due? to the time, to
p er f or m t h e nec essar y i n t e
i-
sec 1 1 on c a I c u 1 a t i on
,
and t o
the different method of vector normal calculation.
2.3.2.3 COMPOSITE SURFACES
2.3.2.3.1 HETEROGENEOUS SCENE
At the time the first t value is? generated, the?
corresponding partially built tree is brought into the
memory of the next available separate cell processor. The
tree is updated according to the t value, and the
calculations of trie reflection and refraction rays is an
integer multiple of the time to perform the corresponding
intersection calculation. The? time of the intersection
calculation varies according to the? type of the
intersected surface. The heterogeneous scene does not
appear to be amenable to execution on systolic based
architectures. Each surface? type would require a
different clock and a different ba.sic unit of time for
t hie intei- sec 1 1 on calculat i on . There would hi a.ve to b e a
sep a r at e ser i es of cell p r oc esso
r s f or eac hi surface t yp e -
The reflection/refraction rays would appear to be?
generated at random time intervals. The time bottle neck
would be the surface requiring thie longest
time to
perform the calculations,, The regular calculations are
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giving way to asynchronous cal cul art i oris. The? complex
timing scheme? makes it difficult tea determine when the
next data stream would be ready to circulate through the
systolic arrays. The architecture, to support the
intersection calculations, is no longer s/stolic or
r egui ar . Rather , the? asynchronous or i ented cal cul at i ons
require a more sophisticated architecture and timing
scheme. This architecture includes the use of interrupts
to indicate when the next data stream is to be circulated
through the systolic array. The components and
calculations are not regular.
2.4 ANALYSIS OF THE APPLICATION OF SYSTOLIC ARRAYS
TO RAY TRACING
The use of systolic arrays for the intersection
calculations in ray tracing has limited
applicability.
The successful application of the systolic
architecture
to the intersection calculations that
are performed as a
part of ray tracing, depend on
certain characteristics of
t hi e? sc e 1 1 e? . Th ese c hi ar ac t eristict a
r e? :
i- the degree of object homogeneity
2- the mathematical
representation of the objects
3- the internal
representation of the entire scene
When systolic arrays have? been
used to perform image
processing
calculations sua h as convolution,
the
05
calculations are a straightforward applications of
arithmetic formulae on each pixel and its neighborhood.
Minimal decision making is involved, and no exceptions
need to be taken into account when the calculations are
made. Once the values enter the? array the computations
proceed without interruption until completed. The
regularity comes from the repeated execution of the same
instruction sequence. This regularity can sometimes be
achieved with ray tracing.
For hidden surface removal, the application of
systolic arrays is feasible. A homogeneous scene, that
iss, a scene consisting of objects with the same
mathematical description, is exemplified by a scene
approximated by planar polygons. All the surfaces require
that the same ray/surface intersection calculations be
performed. The polygon surf arse coefficients should be
sent to the cells of the array without regard to the
hierarchy of the objects and surfaces in the scene. While?
t r ie polygon ap r o x i mat i on of a see n e ma. kes t he? s c en e?
a.men ab 1 e to ex ec u t ion on sys t o I i c array, t hie p o 1 yg on
ap p
i"
ox i m a.t i on prec ludes t hi e de r i v a.1 1 on of t h e ac c u r at e
surface properties for a more realistic rendering of the
iCtlli whe?n ray tracing is combined with a global
i 1 1 um i n a t. i on mo cl e 1
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Regularity of calculations alone does not guarantee
suitability for execution on systolic arravs. The
representation of the objects in a scene by
paral lelpipeds certainly simplifies and standardizes the
ray /surf ace calculations, but the paral 1 el pi peds are
maintained in a hierarchy- to reduce the number of
parallelpiped-ray intersection calculations that must be
performed for a given ray. The hierarchy representation
is a software technique to speed up the display of the
scene. This technique obviates the need for systolic
arrays. This is not to say that, the paral 1 el piped
rep r ese r 1 1 a t ion wou 1 d no t ben c?fit f r om ex e c ut i on on a
d i f f e i-en t sup p or 1 1 n g archi t ec t ur e T r i e h i er arch i a 1
representation does not require that all of the
parallelpiped-ray intersection calculations- be performed,
which can be done efficiently with a. systolic array.
A scene consisting of all q uad r i c s c ou 1 cJ hiav e? t hi e
planar objects as degenerate or special cases. The same;.'
c a 1 c u 1 at i on s will hi a. v e t o Io e? p e? rformed w i t h n o
optimization for the planar objects, in order to maintain
the r egularity of calculation. The same amount of time is
used to determine' the plane /ray intersection calculation,
as; well as, the quadri c ray
intersection calculation,
even though the? plane /ray intersection calculations are
simpler and shorter. Therefore, some of the cells in the
ar r ay w i 1 1 p er f ar m un nec c esar y c a Iculations, b ut t hie
regularity in the calculations will permit trie? use of a
sy st o 1 i c ar r
~
ay f or a hi et e? r rog e?neous seerie, A sc en e
consisting solely of polygons and quadrics may not always-;
be interesting or realistic.
Scenes depicting objects represented as polynomials
of degree greater than two, or as parametric: patches and
surfaces, require numerical methods to perform the
surface ray intersection calculations. Numerical methods
are iterative, rather than straight forward, one time
applications of formulae. Hence, numerical methods are
not regular calculations for implementation on systolic
arrays.
When ray tracing is incorporated with a global
i 1 I urn i nat i on mode 1 , the criten a f or e. ecut i
on on t h e
systolic arrays are
harder-
to meet. Scenes that are ray
traced for hidden surf act? removal may not be ray traced
with a global illumination model when the systolic arrays
are used to perform the intersection
calculations. This
is the case for a heterogeneous scene,
as described in an
earlier seo t ion.
The systolic based architecture can
designed to
achieve different optimal times for the intersection
calculations performed in the- ray tracing algorithms;. In
general, the reduced time for
the- intersection
c a 1 c u 1 a 1 1 on s is ob t a i n ed b y duplicating t hi e systolic
a r
-
c hi itec ture, a. s well as t h e d a t a s t r eams .
The execution time can be reduced tea M*B , that is
pi-




THE LENGTH OF EACH ARRAY IS M CELLS
N IS THE NUMBER OF PIXELS INVOLVED IN THE DISPLAY
The-
input to each a< r ay is one of
the N pixel -ray
parameters. The arrays execute simultaneous! y , each
starting at the same
time.. Each pixel-ray circulates
through a systolic array in M*B
tune units. Fu
implementation with a global
illumination model, all the
needed binary trees will be
generated simultaneously.
8?
Hence, there will be no need for the current, binary
tree-
number. The number of separate cell processors matches
the number of systolic arrays. After the first data
stream has circulated through the systolic arrays, P of
the N systolic arrays will generate valid t values.
Therefore, only those P systolic arrays will be active? on
subsequent intersection calculations. The execution time?
can be reduced to K*-B. The supporting architecture is as
foil cows;






a a ftta m-i yt\
Triere is one systolic array with M input and
output
lines. The input to the systolic array is the first h
pixel -rays, at
time t --- 0. At time, t
= 1, the next m
P 1 xel-ra y = a r e l n p u t
to t he s ys t o lie a
i-
ray. Eac hi input of
m pi ;-e-I -rays requires b units of time to
perform the
intersection calculations. The value of
I- is^N/M) + i.
There is a need to make an
association between the group
of m and the position within that group,
and the
corresponding current binary
tree number. Again, not
every input line
will be active on subsequent
ter sec. Lion calculations. If the
time to build one
i n
Vu
branch of the binary tree is greater than the time to
perform the intersection calculation tnen
,
the generated
t values will queues up outside the separate cells unless,
there are N separate cell processors.
The execution time for the intersection calculations





<--- /( N/M) + 1
There are K systolic
arrays. The input to each of the
7 1
systolic arrays is a different group of
the- M pi x el -rays .
The systolic arrays are given input art the same? time. The
t i me f
or'
eac hi s ys t o I i c ar
i-
ay t o p e \
-
f r om t hi e? intersectiori
c a 1 c u 1 at 1 on s i s B t i me un i t s
CHAPTER 3
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Many different representations of objects have been
realistically synthesized on a computer using a variation
of the ray tracing algorithm. Those representations, that
ma-ike the intersection calculations of ray tracing
amenable to execution on systolic arra/^, are those
representations that use analytical methods to fine the
intersection points. The analytical methods yield a.
solution in a predetermined amount of time, and are
regular calculations. This situation is exemplified by a
scene approximated by planar polygons. The value of t is
found through an analytical method that can be executed
by a cell as a sequence of instructions.
For a homogeneous scene, the time to perform the
intersection calculations is linearly dependent on the
length of the data stream, that is, on the number of
pixels involved with the display, and on the number of
surfaces on the scene. When a global illumination model
is implemented with the?' ray tracing algorithm to
syn 1 1 1 os i z e a h omog en eaus scen e , t h e 1 en g t h of t i i ne t o
perform the intersection calculations is linearly
dependent on the number and depth of the binary trees, as
well as, on the number of surf -aces in the scene and the
length of the data stream. The length of time to perform
the intersection calculations can be? reduced
by-




SUGGEST 1 0NS F0R FURTHER RESEARCH
Once the systolic based architecture has been
designed, the architecture could be simulated in software
to uncover any unforeseen flaws and problems. The
simulation of the operation of the architecture could
also be used to more accurate?! y calculate the time-? needed
for the intersection calculations. At this time, the
microcode used to implement the? intersection calculations
could be more finely tuned. After the design of the
systolic architecture has been verified, the architecture
could be implemented, used and tested. The optimized
architectures presented in an earlier section could ail so
be designed, verified and implemented in a similar
f ashi on .
The area cjf computer graphics, including ray tracing
has been using special purpose architectures tea facilitate
t hi e ac c omp an y i n g e x t en s l ve c a 1 c u 1 ations. Th e viabi 1 i t y a f
incorporation of the systolic architecture into a more
en c omp as s i n g spe c: i a I pu r pase a r c h i t
e c: t ur es c o i x 1 d b e a
worthwhile endeavor. This incorporation could result in c
simplification of the overall architecture. For instance,
s; v s; t o 1 i c: archi t ec t u r
-
es hiave b e e?n i mp 1 emen t e d with
95
reconf igurabl e architectures L'JALhBOj. Tins architecture
could be used to build a special purpose environment to
facilitate the cent ire ray tracing algorithm.- Included in
such an architecture would be the:.- systolic arrays to




ALIASING - WHEN AN IMAGE IS NOT SAMPLED FINELY OR
FREQUENTLY ENOUGH, AND IT BECOMES
I MPOSSIBLE T0 C0MPLETELY REC0NSTRUCT
THE ORIGINAL IMAGE.
BAND-PASS FILTER - A FILTER THAT SUPPRESSES
FREQUENCIES OUTSIDE A GIVEN RANGE.
COLOR
- PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENON RELATED TO
HUMAN RESPONSE TO DIFFERENT WAVELENi
IN THE VISIBLE ELECTROMAGNETIC
SPECTRUMCBALL82 J
DIFFUSELY REFLECTED LIGHT
- LIGHT THAT HAS
PENETRATED BELOW THE SURFACE AND
THEN HAS RE-EMITTED, SCATTERED
EQUALLY IN ALL DIRECTIONS;




GLOBAL ILLUMINATION MODEL - THE INTENSITY OF
LIGHT REACHING AN OBSERVER WHICH IS
DEPENDENT ON REFLECTED AND REFRACTED
LIGHT RAYS, AND RAYS FROM LIGHT
SOURCES.
HALF-PLANE (CLOSED) - ALL. THE POINT'S IN A PLANE
ON ONE SIDE OF A LINE IN A
PLANE-
AMD THE POINTS ON THE LINE.
HIGH-PASS FILTER - A FILTER THAT SUPPRESSES LOW
FREQUENCIES.
LOW -PASS FILTER - A FILTER THAT SUPPRESSES HIGH
FREQUENCIES.
M I MD (MULTIPLE INSTRUCTION STREAM, MULTIPLE DATA STREAM)




EXECUTING A DIFFERENT INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
WITH A DIFFERENT DATA STREAM.
OCTREE - AN OBJECT SPACE SUBDIVISION TECHNIQUE
THAT RECURSIVELY SUBDIVIDES SPACE INTO
OCTANTS UNTIL THE OCTANT IS EMPTY, OR
CONTAINS A PREDEFINED PORTION OF THE
OBJECT.
REGULARIZED BOOLEAN OPERATORS- IN SOLIDS MODELING
THE BOOLEAN OPERATORS ARE DEFINED SO
THAT ONLY OTHER SOLIDS ARE PRODUCED,
RATHER THAN DANGLING LINES OR PLANES.
RENDERING - PROCESS OF GENERATING A REALISTIC
IMAGE OR PICTURE.
SHADER - SOFTWARE THAT PERFORMS THE SHADING
CALCULATIONS TO DETERMINE THE
INTENSITY OF A PIXEL ACCORDING
TO A GLOBAL ILLUMINATION MODEL,,
S I MD (SINGLE INSTRUCTION STREAM, MULTIPLE DATA STREAM)
CLASS IF I CATION OF A COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
THAT IS EXEMPLIFIED BY A SINGLE GLOBAL
CONTROLLER THAT DRIVES MUu'TIPLL
PROCESSING ELEMENIS WHICH EXECUTES THE
SAME INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE ON
100
DIFFERENT DATA STREAMS
SPECULARLY REFLECTED LIGHT - LIGHT REFLECTED FROM
THE OUTER SURFACE OF AN OBJECT; SEEN AS
HIGHLIGHTS ON A SHINY OBJECT AND ARE
CONCENTRATED ALONG THE DIRECTION OF
REFLECTION; MOVES WITH THE VIEWER.
TRADITIONAL RAY TRACING - ALGORITHM THAT SYNTHESIZES
IMAGES BY TRACING A SINGLE RAY THROUGH
EACH PIXEL INVOLVED IN THE. DISPLAY AND
COMPUTES THE INTERSECTION OF EACH RAY
WITH EVERY SURFACE IN THE DISPLAY;
NO SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE TECHNIQUES
ARE USED TO REDUCE THE COMPUTATION
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M.J.B. DUFF AND S. LEVIALDI (EDITORS)
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AND ARCHITECTURES FOR IMAGE PROCESSING, ACADEMIC
PRESS, INC. , 1981.
Each chapter describes a high level language that
makes use of the architecture for particular
image processing applications. Some chapters
describe only languages or architectures.
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PURPOSE COMPUTERARCHITECTURES FOR PATTERN PROCESSING,
CRC PRESS, INC. , 19S2.
Each chapter describes a different architecture
w i t hi applications p er t a i n i n g t o i mag e p roc e?ss ing
an d p a ttern r e c: og n i t i on
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"ART: ACCELERATED RAY TRACING SYSTEM", IEEE CG?<A ,
7 ( 4 )
,
APRIL 1986, PP . 16-27 .
This article presents a software solution to reducing
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the number of intersection calculations for a scene
synthesized with tracing. The software solution includes
a SEADS (Spatially Enumerated Auxiliary Data Structures)
that, models the scene as a 3-D raster grid, which is
encoded as a hybrid octree. The SEADS is traversed
by a 3DDDA (Three Dimensional Differential Analyzer),
which incrementally generates the coordinates of 3-D
pixels that are pierced by the ray.
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ANDREW GLASSNER, "SPACE SUBDIVISION FOR FAST RAY TRACING",
IEEE CG?^A, 4(10), OCTOBER 1984, PP- 15
- 22.
A software techni cque is presented in this article
as one means to reduce the number of intersection
calculations. The solution is based on representing
the synthesized scene as an octree, taking
advantage of the spatial coherency in the scene,,
CG0LD71 ]




SIMULATION, JANUARY 1971, PP. 25
- 31.
i
This early article presents ray tracing as the modeling
of the? photographic process. Light from a single?
point source is traced to the surface of an
abject. The reflected component is caluculateci
arid traced, hopefully, to the surface of the film in
the camera. The film is the display of the graphics
terminal. To reduce? the number of rays that must be
traced, the? article suggests following the rays in
r e v er se o r d e r f r om t hi e d i sp 1 ay .
CHANRS3]
P. HANRAHAN, "RAY TRACING ALGEBRAIC SURFACES",
COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 17(3;, JULY 1933, PP. 83
-
10'
Surfaces described by polynomials, of any positive
integer degree can be synthesized using the rays
tracing technique. The
ray and , is c a 1 c u 1 ated
ntersec t i. on , bet ween a
a nontr ivial surface
using a hybrid technique (numei
to find the roots of a polynomial within a cert
tol erance.
r i c a 1 and an a I y t i c a 1 )
a i n
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- 61.
The? article explains the mapping of tasks to parallel VLSI.
configurations including the qualifications of a task for
mapping onto s systolic based architecture.
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H.T. KUNG, "WHY SYSTOLIC ARCHITECTURES", COMPUTER, 15(1),
JULY 1982 FT'- 37
- 46.





p -j ^ c ar c (, j {_ e r u i es t o 1 mp 1 e? m e? n t
t hi e co r i vo 1 ut i an
cal cul at i on .
10t
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The implementation of the ray tracing algorithm on a
SIMD architecture is the topic of this article.
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One? section of the book describe^ ray tracing as a
hidden surface removal -a. 1 gar i trim; another section ha?
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a d et a i 1 e cl i mplemen t at i on of r a y t
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ac ing w 1 1 hi a g 1 ob a 1
ill urn i nat i on mode 1 .
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This article explains the? use of ray tracing of CSG-like
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- 116.
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-
y i n q size, down t o a p o i n t .
The representation si mpl i f i e?.-,
the-
ray i ntersect i o\ i
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This article describes the architecture of a machine
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A CLASS OF SIMD MACHINES SIMULATED BY SYSTOLIC
SYSTOLIC VLSI ARRAYS", IN VLSI s ALGORITHMS AND ARCHITECTURES,




Theorems explaining the mapping from SIMD architectures
to systolic array technology, and detailing the
corresponding amount of time neede? to perform the
SIMD operations on a systolic array, ar~e discussed
in this article.
tWHITBOIl




CACM, 23(6), JUNE 1980, PP. 343 349.
The use of a global illumination model in conjunction with
with the
i-
ay t r ac ing of p o 1 yg on an d b i c
ub i c sur f a c es
is the topic of this article.
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This article depicts the use of ray tracing
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conjunction with a solids modeling system,
based on Constructive Solid Geometr y (CSG) .
Each solid is represented as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) with t hi e? bottom nodes as the primitive
solids, and t h e in t er i or nod es r ep r ese?n 1 1 n g t hi e
Boolean operations, used to build the final object,
The? DAG is modified to remove voaels below certain
resolution, and to contain the final orientation
and politicn af eac hi p r i m i t i v e? , yield i n g a t r e?e .
Through the use? of spatial coherency the number of
inte i- sec t i on c: a 1 c u 1 at i on s, i. s
i-
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T hie assembly-li k e? inst r uc t i on s t h at mu -a t b e
implemented by a systolic cell to perform the
intersect! on c a 1 c u I a t i on s> f or a p I an ar su r f ac e .
LOAD. REG Rl ,A
MULT. REG Rl H XO
STORE. MEM Rl ,MEM1
LOAD. REG Rl ,B
MULT. REG Rl , YO
STORE. MEM R1,MEM2
LOAD. REG Rl ,C
MULT. REG Rl , ZO
STORE. MEM Rl , MEM3
LOAD. REG Rl ,A
MULT. REG Rl ,E
STORE. MEM Rl , MEM4
LOAD. REG Rl ,B
MULT. REG Rl ,F
STORE. MEM Rl , MEMS
LOAD. REG R1,C




ADD R3 , MEM3
ADD R3 ,MEM"_
ADD R3 , MEMl
DIVIDE R3 , P i








AE + BF + CG
A> u + BYO + CZO





BEQ *+K-3 CALCULATED T VALUE SAME AS INPUT
BGT"





ASSUME CALCULATED T VALUE IS POSITIVE AND LESS
THAN THE INPUT T VALUE
MOVE. REG Rl ,T_OUT
MOVE . REG I D_ I N , I D_OUT
BR * h- 3




assembly- like instructions are
performed by the sepaarte single ce?l 1 in order to
determine: the point of intersection with a planar surface
in the scene. Then, a check is made by the separate?
single to make sure the point is within the? extents




NON- INTERSECT ING RAY
LOAD. REG Rl ,. T7 '
MULT. REG Rl ,E
ADD. REG Rl ,X0
STORE. MEM Rl , MEM1
LOAD,. REG Rl T
MULT. REG R 1
ADD,, REIG Rl ,,Y0




LOAD. REG R 1
,
T
MULT. REG Rl , G
ADD. REG Rl ,ZO
STORE. MEM Rl ,MEM3 ZO + GT
ASSUME R7 CONTAINS THE BASE ADDRESS OF THE TABLE



























































































INVALID COORDINATE OR INVALID INPUT ID
LOAD. REG ID_OUT,
' INVALID-
LOAD . REG X_OUT
,
MEN 1




The following assembly-like instructions are
performed by a systolic cell to find the parametric
intersection value of a ray and a surface defined by a
polynomial of degree two.
LOAD. REG R1,B
MULT. REG R1,B B**2





SUBT.RE6 R1,R2 B**0 4AC
BRCH.NEG * + K STORE A COMPLEX NUMBER IDENTIFIER
ALGORITHM NEEDED TO CALCULATE THE SQUARE ROOT
OR A LOOKUP TABLE
















ADD. REG R4,R1 -B + ( B-**2
D IV. REG R4,R2 ( -B + ( B*+
STOR.MEM R2,MEM1
14r:
COMPARE THE CALCULATED AND THE INPUT T VALUES
LOAD. REG R1,MEM1




























T_IN i> CALCULATED T
LOAD. REG T_OUT,T_IN
LOAD . REG I D_OUT , I D_ I N
BR * +
CALCULATED T < T_IN
LOAD. REG T_0UT,R3
LOAD REG I D
_























LOAD . REG T_ OUT , MEMT
LOAD. REG ID_OUT,OWN_ID
BR -*+
Tl AND T2 ARE INVALID
LOAD. REG T_OUT,T_IN
LOAD. REG ID_OUT, ID_IN
The following assembly-like instructions aire
p er f or med by t he s ingle sep a r at e c e 1 Is to c omp ute t h e
reflection and refraction rays for a global illumination
model















































MULT. REG R1,R2 D**2
MULT. REG R3,R4 E**2
MULT. REG R5 , R6 F**2
ALT'. REG R 1 , R3
ADD. REG R 1 , R5 D**2
SORT Rl ,R2 L.
STOR, MEM R2,L
LOAD. REG Rl ,MEM4
DIVIDE Rl , R2 , RO
T
STOR.MEM R3 , MEMDL
LOAD. REG Rl ,MEM5
D I V 1 DE Rl ,R2,r:
'
STOP. MEM R3,MEMEL
LOAD. REG Rl ,MEMc
DIVIDE Rl ,R2,Pa






































LOAD., REG Rl ,MEM7
LOAD., REG R2 , R 1
MULT.,REG R 1 , R2
LOAD., REG R10,R1
LOAD., REG Rl ,MEMS
LOAD., REG R2,R1
MULT., REG Rl ,R2
LOAD., REE R 1 1 , R 1
LOAD. REG Rl , MEM9
LOAD., REG R2,R1
MULT. REG Rl ,R2
LOAD. REG R 1 2 , R 1
ADD. REG R 1 0 , R 1 1
ADD.
i::
\EG R 1 0 , R 1 2
SORT R 1 0 , R 1 1








i\ 11 , R 1 .
Ri2,MEMVX







CALCULATE R = V
'
4 2N









SHFT. LFT R5, 1
SHFT.LFT R6 , 1
























































ADD. REG Rl ,MEMV2




CALCOLATE N 4- V
'


















CALCULATE P = KF (N-i-V )








The following assembly-like instructions are used tc
calculate the normal at the point of intersection for a
surface described by a polynomial of degree two.
CALCULATE THE INTERSECTION POINT AS BEFORE
COMPUTE THE VECTOR NORMAL TO THE
POINT OF INTERSECTION
LOAD. REG Rl ,A FROM MEMORY
SHFT.LFT Rl,l 2A




LOAD. REG Rl ,D
LOAD . REG R2,Y
MULT. REG R1,R2 DY
STOR.REG Rl ,MEM5
LOAD. REG R 1
, F
LOAD. REG R2,Z
MULT. REG R1,R2 FZ
ADD. REG Rl ,G G 4 FZ
ADD. REG Rl ,MEM5 G 4- FZ + DY
ADD. REG R1,MEM4 G h- FZ + DY + 2AX
STOR.REG Rl ,MEMX
LOAD. REG Rl ,B
SHFT.LFT Rl,l 2E
LOAD. REG R2,Y Y COORDINATE OF INTERSECTION POIM
MULT. REG R1,R2 2BY
STOR.MEM Rl ,MEM6
LOAD. REG Rl ,D
LOAD. REG R2,X
MULT. REG R1,R2 DX
STOR.REG Rl ,MEM7
LOAD. REG Rl ,E
LOAD. REG R2,Z
MULT. REG P1,R2 EZ
ADD. REG Rl ,H H + EZ
ADD. REG Rl ,MEM7 H + EZ
-+- DX
ADD. REG R1,MEM6 H + EZ 4 DX
+ 2BY
STOR.REG Rl , MEMY
LOAD. REG R 1 , C
SHFT. LPT El,l
2L"
LOAD. REG R2,Z Z COORDINATE OF INTERSECTION POINT
MULT. REG R1,R2 2CZ
STOP. MEM Rl ,MEM3
LOAD. REG R 1 , E
LOAD. REG R2 , Y
MU!..T . REG R1,RI EY
15
STOR.REG Rl ,MEM9
LOAD. REG Rl ,F
LOAD. REG R2,X
MULT. REG R1,R2 FX
ADD. REG Rl
,
I I 4- FX
ADD. REG Rl ,MEM9 I 4- FX 4 EY
ADD. REG R1,MEM8 I -i- FX +- EY
STOR.REG Rl ,MEMZ
CALCULATE THE NORMALIZED NORMAL












MULT. REG Rl ,R2
MULT. REG R3,R4
MULT- REG R5,R6
ADD. REG Rl ,R3
ADD. REG Rl ,R5




DIVIDE R3 , R2
DIVIDE R4 , R2
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